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We Live Every Day by These Clinical Values 

Care is at the Center 
of Everything We Do
Our dedicated team works directly with children,
their family, and their network of professionals to
achieve meaningful outcomes through evidence-
based therapies and techniques.

There is No "Typical" ABA
Therapy Session
We assess each child’s individual motivations and
needs, and design every ABA session based on the
child’s goals and response to treatment.
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Early Intervention Program

Our Early Intensive Behavioral Intervention (EIBI)
treatment model is designed for children birth to
three years old. Developmentally appropriate,
empirically validated assessment tools and caregiver
input are used to develop a treatment plan for each
child that is person-centered and individualized.

Our approach to treatment is naturalistic, using
everyday family routines to foster the development
of skills and promote independence. Our programs
focus on increasing each child's motivation to learn,
making each session both fun and functional. We
strive to provide superior personalized care and adapt
to the needs of the child, their family, and the
environment.

Parents and Caregivers
Play a Critical Role
Skills acquired through ABA must be carried over
outside of therapy hours so learning can be
supported throughout the day. Parents’ and
caregivers’ learning, knowledge, and implementation
of the ABA treatment plan and strategies are
essential to the child’s success. We believe that
working in unity can make the future bright for each
child and family.

Regions We Serve

Mattapan
Mission Hill
North End
Roslindale
Roxbury
South Boston
South End
West End
West Roxbury

CONTACT US ei.ma@bhwcares.com(800) 249-1266

Allston
Back Bay
Bay Village
Brighton
Chinatown
Dorchester
Downtown
Fenway-Kenmore
Hyde Park
Jamaica Plain
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